
Good Sunday morning! 

We hope you had a great week! 

It’s early Sunday morning as I put this together and appears that some heavy rain is coming so it may be 
good to get you a cup of coffee and settle in for a relaxing morning. 

I guess you heard that all restrictions on numbers have now been lifted so I am sure that soon council will 
be opening their halls and we can get back to having our face-to-face services.  But we will still be limited 
to the 4 square meters per person advice, which allows 46 people to attend services in our building.  Stay 
tuned and we will let you know. 

Today, God gave me a thought about rescue.  Many times in our lives our circumstances force us to make 
life-changing decisions, so we go to God for help and in an amazing way He steps in and rescues us.  These 
events are exciting!  But there are also times in our lives when something happens and we make bad 
decisions that cost us dearly.  We go to God for help and it seems like the heavens are silent and for 
whatever reason God doesn’t speak.  These times can be overwhelmingly difficult.  But finally, after many 
years God shows up and rescues us. 

Today we will look at two people who had these experiences.  The first God shows up quickly, but in the 
other it takes years for God to come on the scene.  God in his sovereignty was working but you can’t see 
Him. In both lives, God arrives and changes everything! 

If the second story is your story, I know it’s hard and the weight can be heavy.  If you want someone to talk 
to and to pray with you, please give me a call or send me an email and I’ll get back to you. 

Let me also encourage you to pay close attention to the words of the final song. 

He has risen, 

Pastor Tony 

 


